
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

FIG. 1. Transverse tomographic PET Images ObtaIned In chest of two human subjects following intravenous injection of C-I 1-labeled
palmitateforassessmentof myocardialmetabolism.NotehighconcentrationofC-i 1activityinliverslicesco-planarwithsomeimages
oftheheart.Theseimageswereobtainedbymeansoftime-of-flightpositron-emissiontomographSuperPErTI.

palmitate and ammonia) usedfor the imaging of the myocardium.
Other radiopharmaceuticalsthat havebeenusedwithsuccessin
the imagingof the heart (such as Rb-82) alsoexhibitan often high
concentration ofactivity in organs other than the heart (including
theliver,lungs,andspleen),whichmaybetransversallyco-planar
tothisorgan.Thissituationisworsenedifthe tomographicsection
is selected in the attempt to image the heart in tomographic planes
approximately perpendicular to the heart's long axis. It is our cx
perience, from clinical studies carried out for the past 10 mo, that
the utilizationof time-of-flighthas beenparticularlyfavorable
for the imaging of the human heart with C-I 1 palmitate and
Rb-82.

In the editorialthe statementis madethat â€œanotherproblem
of TOFPETsystemsat presentis the lackof smallphototubes
required for achieving a spatial resolution competitive with con
ventional PET.â€•This statement is puzzling. Indeed, one of the
smallest photomultiplier tubes currently available for either
TOFPETor PETapplications(HamamatsuRl635) hasa diam
eter of 3/8thof an inch. However,if one wishesto incorporate
smaller crystals into the design of a PET device (with or without
TOF) it is possibleto coupleopticallymorethanonecrystalto the
photocathode of a photomultiplier tube and use a coding scheme
to identify individual crystals. Schemes of that sort are currently
being incorporated by several groups (including our own) into the
design of conventional and TOFPET systems. To our knowledge,
spatial resolution in TOFPET is not limited by the size of photo
multiplier tubes and it is competitive with conventional PET.

Theabovecommentsare meantonlyto improvean otherwise
perceptive and potentially useful analysis of time-of-flight in PET
by clarifying some factors that could lead to misconceptions about
this modality.

MICHELM. TER-P000SSIAN
DAVID C. FICKE
WashingtonUniversity
St.Louis,Missouri
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Reply
I agree with the clarification of the error in the index of re

fraction problem. A few years ago I expressed my concerns with
respect to the tradeoff between achieving the optimum in time of
flight with limited depth crystals and at the same time maintaining
high efficiency.

With regardto the efficiencyissue,I wouldliketo makethe
followingobservations, which might lead to some clarification.

I . The detection efficiency of0.74 from Vacher Ctal. is a the
oretical efficiency with no description orjustification (I). I suspect
that this isa grossdetectionefficiencyand includesmultiple-crystal
interactionsthat arenormallyrejectedelectronically.I think we
havediscusseda similardifferencefor the single-photoncompared
with positron issue,

2. I believe that N. Mullani's measurements (Ref. 14) support
the conclusions of Table I in the tutorial article. First, he made
measurementson 2 X 2 X 3cm BGOcomparedwith 2 X 2 X 7cm
cesium fluoride. Evenwith this important difference in the depth
ofcrystals, the coincident efficiency ratio was still (0.4/0.52)2
0.59. The conclusion from Table I in my article is 0.48 for I .5 X
3 X 3 cm crystals. Based on these arguments, I believe that CsF
and BGOdo not competewell.Clearly,as one usesdeepercrystals,
the efficiency will improve, but then that is at some cost; this was
the main point I endeavored to make in the discussion of index of
refraction.

Whereas the liverdoes protrude into the fieldwhenexamining
the apex of the heart, particularly in a nontilt mode, the over
whelming majority of human subjects have this contamination in
only one section.The major sectionswe have usuallyexamined in
our rubidium studies do not have livercontamination. Of course,
to examinethe posteriorwalland inferiorwallof the heart well,
oneshouldtilt thesystem,andthiswill leadto a largereffective
number of resolution elements. Whereas light piping is always a
solution, it comes at some cost.
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Overall, I think that the main thrust of my attempt to clarify THOMAS F. BUDINGER
the situationâ€”exemplified by the article of Huang and Texas Donner Laboratory
colleagues for the general readerâ€”cannot be interpreted as a University of California
negative view of time-of-flight positron tomography. It is an at- Berkeley, California
tempt to clarify the issues having to do with time-of-flight without
offending those who have claimed in the past or who now claim that REFERENCES
it will improve resolution, or who claim that time-of-flight posi- I. VACHER R, ALLEMAND M, LAVAL M, et al.: New devel
tron-emission tomography is the sine qua non of nuclear mcdi- opment on detection and fast timing on the time-of-flight LETI
cine. devices. IEEE Computer Society Press, 1982, pp 143-146
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